CCTS Regional Shared Facilities & Resources

Collaboration with the CCTS Partner Network creates many opportunities for expanding and improving research capacities, including access to unique facilities across the southeast region. This list includes resources like the UAB Cryo-Electron Microscopy Facility (CRYO-EM) and Auburn University's MRI Research Center, and is continuously being updated with more assets.

Learn more about our regional shared facilities here.

6 Tips for an Amazing Panel Experience

Gaining feedback before submitting a grant application can be invaluable, and the CCTS is proud to be a partner in this process. Follow these tips to have the best possible panel experience.

Continue reading.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Program

Learn more about this opportunity for instrument acquisition or development. Should you pursue participation in the program, work in coordination with institutional leadership. Researchers at the CCTS Hub (UAB) should take note of institutional review processes recently put in place.

UPCOMING EVENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available Weekly</th>
<th>Oct. 1</th>
<th>8-9:30am</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drop-In Clinic: Biostats, Epidemiology, &amp; Research Design (BERD)</td>
<td>Friday Fellows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare your study-related questions for this online or in-person opportunity. Virtual sessions by appointment only, walk-in clinics, M-10-2pm &amp; W-11:30-1pm in the Edge</td>
<td>An opportunity for T32 pre and post docs, investigators, and others interested in population and health outcomes research to discuss research methods, career development, and works in progress.</td>
<td>Sign Up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oct. 1 | 12-1pm
Hematology/Ontology Grand Rounds

James Cimino, MD, Director of CCTS Informatics, presents "Re-Use of Electronic Health Records Data for Clinical Research: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly".
Sign Up | Add to Calendar

Oct. 4 | 11am-12pm
Case Studies in Mentoring: Assessing Mentee Understanding

Bring your questions and concerns and join us as we explore the nuances of the mentor-mentee relationship.
Register | Add to Calendar

October 11
Kaizen R2T October Game Begins: Register by October 4

Complete your NIH-required Rigor, Reproducibility, & Transparency training in this interactive gaming format using the Kaizen App.
Sign Up | Add to Calendar

Happy Research Administrator’s Day!
The CCTS is proud to celebrate National Research Administrator Day, observed annually on September 25th, recognizing all of those who help faculty and researchers achieve their goals! We owe much gratitude to the individuals and teams who support the dynamic research efforts across the CCTS Partner Network. Thank you to all CCTS research administrators, today and every day!
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